ABSTRACT Network virtualization (NV) has been accepted as the integral paradigm of next generation network (e.g., 5G virtualized network) since its inception. Virtual network embedding (VNE) is the resource optimization problem for NV. Over the past decade, multiple VNE algorithms have been proposed. However, prior VNE algorithms focus on embedding more proposed virtual networks (VNs) onto the shared substrate networks (SNs) so as to maximize embedding revenues of internet service providers (ISPs), managing and operating the shared SNs. Due to the fact that energy cost is approaching more than half of the operating cost of shared SNs, it is crucial for ISPs to minimize total VN energy cost so as to maximize the net profit. To deal with this issue, a formal VNE problem model and VNE energy cost model are first proposed. Then, a novel node ranking approach is proposed, jointly quantifying the multiple energy and revenue related topological attributes. The novel node ranking approach is able to compute stable node embedding ability. Next, an energy efficient heuristic algorithm (ER-VNE) is detailed. Numerical simulations are made to validate that the ER-VNE can significantly reduce the energy cost by approximately 16% over the typical energy-related algorithm while embedding the same amount of VNs successfully.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past four decades, Internet has made great success in supporting more varieties of applications (e.g. QQ [1] , Wechat [2] ). It is owing to the ''store and forward'' characteristic of Internet. However, the network ossification [3] emerges along with the Internet explosive success. Network virtualization (NV) [4] has been widely pronounced as a promising candidate to remove the Internet ossification. Through NV, multiple heterogeneous and isolated virtual networks (VNs) are able to co-exist over substrate networks (SNs) for sharing the underlying substrate resources simultaneously and seamlessly. Consequently, NV will be an integral paradigm of next generation network (e.g. upcoming 5G virtualized cellular network [5] ).
In NV research area, main entities are the VN and SN. A VN [6] is regarded as a logical topology. In the logical topology, a set of virtual nodes are interconnected by multiple logical links. All virtual elements of the VN (nodes and links) have various resource and functional constraints (CPU, node storage and required location for virtual nodes, link bandwidth and link propagation delay for virtual links). With respect to each SN, it consists of multiple specific substrate nodes (e.g. server, host, router, laptop, relay). To connect these nodes and form the SN topology, multiple substrate links (e.g. coaxial cable, optical fiber) exist. In the NV environment, it usuallty involves an Internet Service Provider (ISP) [6] , owning multiple SNs, and serving multiple contracted users. When the ISP receives VNs, requested from his contracted users, the ISP needs to embed VNs onto his SNs. The issue of embedding multiple proposed VNs onto shared SNs, having finite substrate resources, is known as Virtual Network Embedding (VNE). The VNE is different from the well-known VPN assignment problem [7] . The VNE is the resource optimization problem for NV and was proved NP-hard [8] before. Since 2008 [11] , VNE has attracted extensive attention from both academia and industry.
Over the past decade, multiple VNE algorithms have been proposed. Concerning surveys have been made [6] , [9] , [10] in recent years. Most studies for VNE (e.g. [11] - [16] ) focus on finding feasible embedding algorithms, with the goal of increasing embedding revenues by mapping as many VNs as possible. However, energy cost gradually becomes another dominant issue in VNE. Little attention has been paid to reducing the VNE energy cost [10] before. Known to all, the rising energy cost (e.g. electricity cost) also affects the net profit of ISPs. Recent studies [17] show that energy cost accounts for about 85.25% of the whole network costs. Energy cost grows faster than SN operating costs in current life (i.e. servers, routers and other network equipments) in networking market. Therefore, the energy cost is another leading factor for ISPs who have the goal of maximizing the net profit (the difference between VN embedding revenue and energy cost in this paper). Some energy-related VNE algorithms (e.g. [18] - [21] ) have been proposed in recent years. Though saving energy cost to some degree (e.g. consolidate multiple virtual nodes per VN to be embedded onto one substrate node [19] ), these energy-related algorithms are not able to embed proposed VNs efficiently [18] , [21] or just try to optimize isolated VN node embedding [20] . Thus leading to a low net profit in the long run [18] , [21] .
Based on above backgrounds, we propose a joint Energy and Revenue VN embedding algorithm, labeled as ER-VNE. Our primary goals are to minimize total VN energy cost and to maximize the number of embedded VNs. Before detailing the ER-VNE algorithm, the formal VNE problem model and VNE energy cost model are necessary to be presented. Then, the ER-VNE algorithm is detailed. Before embedding one VN, the ER-VNE will firstly refer to the novel node ranking approach. The node ranking approach of ER-VNE jointly quantifies multiple energy and revenue related topological attributes to rank substrate and virtual nodes, aiming at computing node embedding ability accurately. The active-node preferred greedy embedding, based on computed substrate and virtual node embedding values, is then performed. All node (resource and functional) constraints must be fulfilled in the node embedding stage. With the VN node embedding done, the subsequent link embedding follows, using the active-node preferred shortest-path (SP) method. Note that all link constraints must be fulfilled. In addition, our ER-VNE algorithm enables to embed each given VN in polynomial time. Thus enabling to be promoted to online VNE and evaluated in continuous time event. In the future networking environment, VN requests promise to be embedded dynamically. In addition, Node-Link constraints considered in ER-VNE are CPU, node storage, node location, link bandwidth and link propagation delay while previous embedding algorithms consider at most three (CPU, node location and link bandwidth) (e.g. [11] - [16] , [18] - [21] ). To highlight the ER-VNE, a simulation evaluation is conducted. Evaluation results show that ER-VNE consumes less energy than the selected algorithms while accommodating the same ammount of VNs.
Main contributions of our paper are listed below. 1) Formal VNE problem model and VNE energy cost model are presented. The VNE energy cost model is a generalized VNE energy cost model, developed from various element energy cost models [22] , [23] and previous specific energy cost model [18] .
2) With the aim of optimizing energy VN embedding, we propose a novel node ranking approach. Multiple essential energy and revenue related topological attributes [32] are selected and quantified for ranking nodes. Derived from the Markov random model, stable node ranking values can be computed in an iterative manner, revealing the node embedding ability accurately.
3) An efficient energy and revenue related algorithm, ER-VNE, is detailed, enabling to embed each given VN in polynomial time. Thus enabling to be promoted to future dynamic networking. In addition, Node-Link constraints considered are: CPU, node storage, node location, link bandwidth and link propagation delay. Only CPU, node location and link bandwidth [11] - [16] , [18] - [21] constraints are considered in previous VNE research. 4) Comprehensive simulations are implemented in order to evaluate our ER-VNE algorithm. Two typical heuristic algorithms, including the well-known energy-related EA-VNE [18] , are coded for performance evaluation. Evaluation results show that the ER-VNE outperforms two heuristic algorithms, particular to the EA-VNE [18] (approximately 16% energy saving).
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work. Formal VNE problem model and VNE energy cost model are presented in Section III. In Section IV, the ER-VNE algorithm is detailed. Evaluation work is conducted in Section V. Finally, the conclusion is briefly made.
II. RELATED WORK
As the resource optimization problem for NV, VNE has attracted extensive attention since 2008 [11] . Due to the fact that VNE problem is NP-hard, previous research aims to find feasible embedding algorithms to accommodate more VNs. These effective embedding algorithms include greedy embedding [11] , relaxed mixed linear programming and rounding technique [12] , pure integer linear programming [13] , column generation aided linear programming [14] , topology attributes based node ranking [15] and other heuristics [16] . However, none optimized the VN energy cost and the net profit. In this paper, the net profit refers to the difference between VN embedding revenue and energy cost.
Other revenues (e.g. advertising and policy revenues) are not considered and formulated.
In the literature, Botero et al. [19] takes the first attempt to address the VNE energy cost issue. However, no VNE energy cost model is constructed. Botero et al. just tries to active as fewer substrate nodes as possible. In additon, Botero et al. allows multiple virtual nodes per VN to share the same substrate node, violating VN embedding principles [6] . While in real networking environment, this kind of embedding will result in severe information leakage among coresident virtual nodes in the same substrate node (e.g. optical data node / server). Su et al. [18] , [21] firstly proposes a specific VNE energy cost model and uses the consolidation method to save total energy cost. However, only CPU metric is assisted to embed each given VN, leading to inefficient link embedding and substrate resource waste in the long term. In addition, Node-Link constraints considered in [18] are CPU and link bandwdith. While in [20] , Chen et al. presents the optimization model to ensure the efficient energy node embedding, on the basis of an assumption that subsequent link embedding is done ahead.
Like most of prior art, these energy-related mapping algorithms only consider using substrate nodes as few as possible. The number of constraints is at most three. While in real networking environment, we must trade off between minizing energy cost and maxmizing the number of accommodated VNs in order to earn more net profit. Node-Link constraints are usually more than three. For example, each node must have enough storage to store or cache data [24] and packets [25] . In the Industry 4.0 [26] stage, link propagation delay can not be ignored in order to porvide delay sensitive services [27] to end users (e.g. video broadcast service, gaming service). Therefore, we bridge this gap to study the energy related VNE. For similicity, the number of shared SNs in this paper is one. On this basis, VN embedding among multiple SNs can be easily extended [28] .
In this paper, the formal VNE problem model and formal VNE energy cost model are constructed in the first place. Then, to embed each given VN in polynominal time, an effcient heuristic algorithm, labeled as ER-VNE, is conducted. In ER-VNE, a novel node ranking approach, jointly quantifying multiple energy and revenue related topological attributes, is included. The novel node ranking approach enables to calculate stable node ranking values in an iterative manner, revealing (substrate or virtual) node embedding ability accurately. CPU, node storage, node location, link bandwidth and link propagation delay are Node-Link constraints, considered in ER-VNE. To evaluate the ER-VNE algorithm, numerical simulations are conducted. In particular, evaluation results vividly reveal that the ER-VNE saves approximately 16% energy cost than the typical energy related algorithm (EA-VNE) [18] .
III. VNE PROBLEM MODEL AND ENERGY COST MODEL
This section firstly presents the formal VNE problem model, extracted from multiple specific VNE problem models. Similarly, each virtual network is modeled by undirected weighted graph Virtual Node Embedding Procedure: In the given VN, each virtual node must be assigned to a different substrate node. In VNE, the assignments of virtual nodes are usually determined by an unique node-embedding function F N ( ) : 
where Expression 2 means that all link resource and functional constraints of any embedded virtual link must be fulfilled after conducting the virtual link embedding procedure.
B. FORMAL VNE ENERGY COST MODEL
On the basis of various network element energy cost models [22] , [23] , we construct the formal VNE energy cost model. The formal VNE energy cost model of embedding a given VN is quantified in this subsection.
1) NODE EMBEDDING ENERGY COST
Before embedding a VN for the first time, all substrate nodes are kept in idle and inactive states. By conducting the node mebedding, multiple substrate nodes are turned to active state. In VNE research area, virtual nodes are mainly realized on hosting CPUs and node storages of substrate nodes. Virtual node storage does little effect on the energy cost of substrate nodes [23] . Therefore, the well-known server energy cost model [22] is adopted and modified. The modification aims at estimating the node energy cost for VNE node embedding. Derived from [22] , CPU utilization serves as the main contributor to the energy cost variations of a generalized substrate node. In VNE, different virtual nodes per VN are not allowed to share the same substrate node. Therefore, after the VN embedding, the number of active substrate nodes is equal to the number of virtual nodes. If remaining substrate nodes are not occupied by virtual nodes, their energy cost will be 0. Therefore, for embedding the first given VN, the energy cost of any substrate node m in the SN is derived and quantified as follows.
where P b in Eexpression 3 indicates the substrate node baseline energy cost. Take note that if the substrate node is in on state, its baseline energy cost must count. P max represents the total energy cost when substrate node is at its maximum CPU utilization and P l = P max -P b representing the energy propagation factor for its different C s m utilization.
2) LINK EMBEDDING ENERGY COST
In the subsequent virtual link embedding stage, one virtual link will be embedded onto one separate substrate path. The substrate path may span multiple adjacent substrate links. That is to say, multiple intermediate nodes may exist between two end nodes. These nodes are all responsible for forwarding or receiving data packets solely. In [23] , the energy cost of this type of substrate nodes, all denoted by P con (Expression 4), is considered as a constant regardness whether the nodes are idle or carrying full speed traffic.
With the first VN embedding done, more proposed VNs demand to be embedded. In our paper, proposed VNs are processed one by one. The order of processed VN is determined by VN arriving time in this paper. Let us take the energy cost of second VN embedding as an example. In the virtual node embedding stage, if one virtual node of the VN is embedded onto an active substrate node, extra energy cost of this substrate node is proportional to the extra CPU utilization, occupied by this virtual node. If the virtual node is embedded onto another inactive node, its correspongding energy cost is same to what is shown in Expression 3. With all virtual nodes of the second VN embedded, its subsequent vitual link embedding follows. In the subsequent virtual link embedding stage, the extra link energy cost is same to what is shown in Expression 4. For embedding more VNs (third, fourth. . .), the extra energy cost is as described above.
C. MAIN EVALUATION METRICS
This subsection talks about main evaluation metrics, adopted to validate the ER-VNE. With respect to the VN embedding revenue, we formulate the Expression 5.
where T represents the VN lifetime (the difference between VN arriving time and expiration time). The per-unit embedding revenue Rev(G V ) (Expression 6) is considered as a linear function in VNE research area. Therefore, it is determined by the sum of all node CPU, node storage and virtual link bandwidth. Weight factors (e.g. α, β and γ ) serve as the role 47818 VOLUME 6, 2018
of balancing different types of network resources. Overall, the per-unit embedding revenue Rev(G V ) (Expression 6) is developed from the well-known ''on-demand'' cloud service price scheme [29] .
Similarly, the VN per-unit energy cost is defined as follows.
where x m M is a binary variable, indicating if virtual node M is embedded onto substrate node m. n mn MN indicates the number of intermediate nodes in the substrate path mn. Weight factors (α and β) aim to balance different energy costs. With respect to the VN energy cost in its lifetime, it is similar to Expression 5. Therefore, the total VN energy cost in its lifetime is shown in Expression 8.
With respect to net profit of accepting a VN, it is the difference between VN embedding revenue and VN energy cost. Other revenues, such as policy income, advertising income, are not considered to calculate the net profit in this paper. That is to say, VN embedding revenue and VN energy cost are the main evaluation metrics to evaluate the ER-VNE algorithm. Other evaluation metrics, such as average virtual network (VN) acceptance ratio (Expression 9), node and link utilization (Expression 10 and Expression 11), are defined and formulated below.
where VN Acce counts the number of successfully embedded VNs in the given time period or continuous time event (much longer than any VN lifetime). With respect to the VN pro , it indicates the number of total proposed VNs in the given time period or continuous time event.
Uti Node = Re Used Re Total (10) where Re Used in Expression 10 indicates the amount of any occupied node resources (CPU or node storage), after conducting VN embedding successfully. With respect to Re Total in Expression 10, it refers to the total node resources in the selected substrate node (node storage).
where Re Used in Expression 11 indicates the amount of any occupied link resources (link bandwidth), after the given VN embedded. With respect to Re Total in Expression 11, it refers to the total link resources in the selected substrate link.
IV. PROPOSED ER-VNE ALGORITHM
The ER-VNE is detailed in this section. The ER-VNE algorithm mainly consists of the proposed node ranking approach, active-node preferred greedy embedding, and active-node preferred shortest-path (SP) link embedding. We intend to present the novel node ranking approach in the first place. Then, we conduct the active-node preferred greedy embedding on the basis of computed (substrate or virtual) node ranking values. Subsequent active-node preferred shortest-path link embedding follows with the VNode embedding done. In addition, time complexity of the ER-VNE is appended.
A. PROPOSED NODE RANKING APPROACH
While conducting the energy-related VN embedding, it is natural to embed all virtual nodes per VN onto the minimum number of substrate nodes. In this node embedding stage, the CPU, storage and location constraints must be fulfilled. Active nodes are usually embedded in priority. As stated in above section, it is essential to minimize the number of active substrate nodes while conducting VN embedding. In addition, to ensure a higher possibility of accommodating given VNs, we need to conduct an efficient node embedding to prepare the following link embedding. In order to realize these goals, an efficient node ranking approach is of great necessity to be promoted, serving as the basis of energy VN node embedding.
1) THE ASPECT OF ENERGY RELATED ATTRIBUTE
As talked in above section, CPU utilization plays the main role in VNE energy consumption [22] , [23] . Especially to the node embedding stage. Therefore, the CPU attribute is selected as the energy related attribute in this paper. In addition, to quantify the CPU attribute for VNE, we define the Diff m,M CPU metric to measure the CPU difference between any selected substrate node m and any selected virtual node M (Expression 12).
To avoid measuring multiple unnecessary Diff m,M CPU values, we conduct a prounning procedure ahead. Only the substrate nodes with sufficient CPU, node storage and allowed location to satisfy all node constraints of virtual node M will be selected as its candidate nodes. This procedure enables to delete unnecessary substrate nodes and grouping all candidate nodes of the selected virtual node M quickly.
The procedure of selecting candidate nodes stimulates from our recent work [41] . To the virtual node M , all its candidate substrate nodes are sorted according to the measured values of Diff m,M CPU (Expression 12) in an increasing order. Note that this energy aspect serves as one isolated aspect to rank (substrate or virtual) nodes in the proposed node ranking approach. 
2) THE ASPECT OF REVENUE RELATED ATTRIBUTES
Contrary to the aspect of energy related attribute, the aspect of quantifying multiple essential revenue related attributes [30] is the other dominant aspect in our novel node ranking approach. Based on our recent work [31] , [32] , we prove the conclusion that quantified topological attributes and global network resources have a great influence on the embedding quality. Therefore, we select and quantify multiple essential revenue related attributes (node degree, node strength, node closeness, node centrality and link interference) to reveal node embedding ability. These topological attributes are proved to have a positive effect on VNE [15] , [31] . Then, we compute stable node embedding ability value EA s m,M (labeled as R(m) in our conference version [32] M value are detailed in the following content.
Before computing node embedding ability value EA s m,M , we are to introduce all selected revenue related attributes and define some metrics:
1. Node degree of a node m (De(m)) counts the number of direct links to its neighbour nodes, revealing the ability of contacting with other nodes in the network. More direct links, more interactive is the node m.
2. Node strength of a node m (Expression 13) refers to the sum of all direct neighbour link bandwidths of the node m. In network theory, node strength is treated more than binary interactions (node degree). L(m) represents the set of all adjacent links of node m. (13) 3. Node closeness and node farness for node m make up a pair of network distance attributes [31] . Before introducing node closeness, it is to introduce node farness. In the given network, the farness of node m (Expression 14) refers to the sum of its shortest Euclidean Distances to all remaining nodes. With respect to the node closeness, it is defined as the reciprocal of node farness. The node closeness is formulated in Expression 15. The lower node farness of a node m is, the higher node closeness is. Consequently, the node m will be more central in the network. N refers to the node set. Dis s mn (Expression 16) refers to the Euclidean Distance from node m to node n. We need to take note that X m and Y m represent the m node location on x and y coordinates. Therefore, X n and Y n represent the n node location on x and y coordinates. 
4. Node centrality of node m (Expression 17) counts the number of times that node m serves as a bridge along the shortest path between any two other nodes. This node attribute aims at reflecting the node switching ability in the network. This attribute has been assisted to control the traffic flow in congestion in real networking environment. In Expression 17, Num(a, b) records the number of shortest substrate paths between node a and b. Similarly, Num(a, b)(m) counts the number of shortest paths passing node m.
5. Link Interference of any selected link mn (LI (mn)) is well quantified and formulated in Expression 18. With respect to the link interference attribute, it originates from minimum interference based traffic engineering. The minimum interference was firstly analyzed in MPLS context. In this paper, the basic idea of link interference is to route the traffic in a path with minimum interference to future traffic. In the network theory, link interference attribute is positively related to its contribution to total connectivity of the network. Therefore, it is essential to quantify and apply this attribute to rank network nodes. There is a note that link interference attribute is the only link attribute adopted in our proposed approach.
With introducing multiple essential revenue related attributes, it is to compute node embedding ability value EA s m,M . At first, a new metric, named as the resource block (RB), is introduced and defined. In VNE area, the RB is the enhanced version of previous local product value [12] which was adopted to rank nodes. Expression 19 shows the RB for node m.
Node storage, node strength and link interference attributes are quantified in Expression 19, enabling to represent the global resource information of node m. However, there exists another demand of formulating another expression. This expression enables to quantify the distance relationship with any two selected nodes. Stimulated from the Coulombs law in electromagnetism area and the Newtons law in gravitational field, we quantify the interactions between any two discrete nodes. We formulate Expression 20 in order to reveal the quantified interaction between any two nodes, m and n. Note that quantified nodes must be within the same network.
where α is set to be a constant. S s m represents m node storage. Dis s mn is the Euclidean Distance between node m and n (Expression 16). We must take note that at leat one straight substrate path connecting node m and n must exist in the network. Otherwise, the value of distance relationship is 0. Expression 21 further sums up the node m interactions with all nodes (except itself) in the network.
On the basis of above metric definitions, node resource ability of node m and its interactions with other nodes are well quantified. Known to all, direct product of Expression 19 and Expression 21 can be used to serve as node embedding ability values. However, in many extreme network cases, such as sparse networks, direct product cannot reveal the node embedding smoothly and accurately. This kind of calculation method will lead to inefficient substrate resource utilization and low embedding revenue in the long term [31] . Derived from Markov random model, we aim to compute stable node embedding ability values EA s m,M in order to rank nodes. Therefore, we will detail the method of getting the stable node embedding ability values, according to all selected revenue related attributes.
With the goals of normalizing ITA(m) percentage of node m in the network, we formulate the Expression 22. In addition, Expression 23 is further formulated in order to normalize the RB(m) percentage of node m.
After calculating all normalized percentage values (e.g. ITA(m)% and RB(m)% in the network), all percentage values are able to make up an initial node embedding ability vector, labeled as T 0 . The formulation of T 0 is defined below.
With calculating the ITA, initial node embedding ability vector T 0 and well-known Markov random model, the eventual node embedding ability values in any given network (substrate or virtual) can be computed in a recursive manner. With respect to any other nodes (m, n) in the given network, the node embedding ability value (EA s m,M ) can be set as r m . We formulate the r m in Expression 24. (24) where d is called as damping factor. The factor is within (0,1). N s is the set of nodes in the network where each node has a loop-free path with the node m. The RB(m)% refers to the normalized resource block of node m (Expression 23).
In order to express all nodes in the form of a vector R, we formulate the traffic form of all node embedding ability values (Expression 25).
where R = r (1) , r (2) 
Note that it is important to prove that Expression 26 is the final unique solution of Expression 25. Otherwise, there exist more than one solution, representing node ranking values. Therefore, we are to provide the proof in the following context.
Proposition: Proof: With formulating Expression 21 and Expression 22, we can get to know that the sum of all ITA(m)% elements is equal to 1 (shwn in Expression 27). Therefore, the conclusion of M ≤ 1 is apparent to be drawn.
However, we come to the issue that it is difficult to directly prove that matrix (1 − d · M ) −1 is reversible. Therefore, we need to make the opposite assumption instead. The assumption is that matrix (1 − d · M ) −1 is singular in Expression 25. On this basis, we can easily get the conclusion that the linear system equations ( 
· r = 0 must have non-zero solutions. More than one solution exist. Therefore, we select one non-zero solution of the linear system equations, labeled as r 0 in this subsection. Then the conclusion that d · M · r 0 = r 0 can be made.
On this basis, it is apparent to know that r 0
Therefore, we can get the conclusion that: M ≥ (1 − d) ≥ 1. However, the conclusion ( M ≥ 1) will violate the other conclusion ( M ≤ 1), stimulated from the Expression 27. Therefore, we need to overthrow the assumption that matrix (1−d ·M ) −1 is singular. Instead, the eventual conclusion can be made. The eventual conclusion is that matrix (1 − d · M ) −1 is reversible. With knowning the reversible matrix (1 − d · M ) −1 , we can compute the unique solution of Expression 25 easily. That is to say, unqie node ranking values can be computed. Expression 28 below shows the unique solution:
As stated above, each node embedding ability value r m can be computed. Note that in order to delete unnecessary substrate nodes and select find all candidate nodes of any VOLUME 6, 2018 virtual node M quickly, we select substrate nodes with sufficient CPU, node storage and required node location, labeling as EA s m,M . By referring to previous [34] , we can find that the time complexity of directly calculating out Expression 28 is up to O(|N | 3 ). Time complexity grows exponentially with the (substrate or virtual) network scale expanding. As our ER-VNE intends to be evalluated in continuous time events, backtracking and recursion approaches [34] are not assisted to calculate Expression 28. Therefore, we use the iterative approach to calculate Expression 28. Through k iterations, a stable solution can be converged. Thus getting the final solution of Expression 28 [35] , [36] . By referring to [36] , we can get that the time complexity of iteration-based node embedding ability is decreased to O((|N |2) · log(1/δ) ). δ is a small positive number to ensure the number of iterations. Procedures of getting stable node ranking values are presenteded in Algorithm 1. (29) where α is the ranking weight (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) value. We list out two main benefits of such node ranking approach. Benefits are as follows: (1) saving total energy cost by decreasing the number of active substrate nodes; (2) increasing the possibility of successfully embedding VNs and hence earning more embedding revenues for multiple Internet SPs.
Algorithm 1 Our ER-VNE
R k+1 = (1 − d) · RB% + d · M · R k ; 6: w = R k+1 − R k ; 7: k = k + 1
B. ER-VNE NODE EMBEDDING STAGE
In this part, we are to describe the node embedding of our ER-VNE. When serving the first given VN, the node embedding of our ER-VNE will be conducted in a similar greedy way. All (substrate and virtual) node embedding values will be calculated (Expression 29) in the first place. At the same time, the resource status and information of SN are backup. Then all nodes will be sorted in a decreasing order on the basis of computed node embedding values. As the node embedding values indicate both energy cost and node embedding abilities, each virtual node will be embedded onto corresponding substrate node. In the node embedding stage, two sorted (substrate and virtual) node lists will run in a strategy similar to the well-known merge-sort algorithm [37] . Therefore, the virtual node having the highest node value of the VN will be embeded onto the substrate node having the highest node value among the remaining substrate ones. Meanwhile, the substrate node must reserve available resources to fulfill the virtual node resource and functional resource constraints (CPU, node storage and node location).
Provided the assumption that node CPU / node storage constraint of a virtual node M cannot be satisfied by any substrate nodes. Thus rejecting the VN. If all virtual nodes of the VN are embedded successfully, we will update the resource status and information of the SN.
When serving following VNs, active substrate nodes are preferred to embedding virtual nodes, with all node constraints fulfilled. The goal of this procedure is to minimize the number of active substrate nodes and saving energy cost. Node embedding of the following VN still works in a greedy way. Thus being called as active-node preferred greedy embedding. The active-node greedy node embedding is presented in Algorithm 2. Corresponding time complexity is less than O(|N s ||N V |) [36] as multiple unnecessary nodes are deleted ahead. 
Algorithm 2 Node Emebdding of ER-VNE

C. ER-VNE LINK EMBEDDING STAGE
With completing all nodes embedding of the proposed VN, the subsequent virtual link embedding is conducted. In the link embedding stage, we adopt the the modified 47822 VOLUME 6, 2018 shortest-path algorithm [33] so as to minimize the total consumed link bandwidth and minimize VNE energy cost. With respect to each virtual link, the Dijkstras approach [33] is directly adopted to find the shortest substrate path. Note that we prefer selecting substrate path having more active nodes. We try to avoid selecting substrate path with less or no active nodes. It is owing to the fact that turning inactive nodes to active state will consume extra energy (e.g. baseline energy cost). Therefore, the link embedding of our ER-VNE is named as active-node preferred link embedding approach. In addition, to improve the efficiency and delete unnecessary variables of the ER-VNE, we conduct a pruning procedure. The pruning procedure aims to delete all substrate paths that do not have enough bandwidth for the virtual link. Another pruning procedure, deleting all substrate paths having more propagation delay for the virtual link, are conducted, too. If the virtual link embedding fails (i.e. one virtual link of the VN is embedded unsuccessfully), we will restore the resource status (e.g. resource information, location attributes) of the who SN and reject the VN. Algorithm 3 presents the active-node preferred link embedding approach of ER-VNE. Corresponding time complexity is O(|L s ||L V |log|N s |) [36] . In this subsection, we are to talk about the time complexity of ER-VNE. Note that total time conplexity can be computed by adding up all three procedures (novel node ranking procedure, active-node embedding procedure and active-node preferred link embedding procedure). We can discover that the time complexity of node ranking procedure will focus on calculating node embedding ability EA s m,M . The calculation can be fulfilled in polynomial time [31] , [32] . Since remaining two procedures can be completed in polynomial time, the ER-VNE is a polynomial-time algorithm. Thus enabling to be promoted to continuous time event for performance evaluation (Section V) and online VNE problem.
Algorithm 3 Subsequent Link Emebdding of ER-VNE
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We firstly present the simulation settings for evaluating our ER-VNE. Then, main simulation results are illustrated. In our paper, main simulation results include the average embedding revenue and average energy cost. We compare the ER-VNE with another two typical VNE mapping algorithms.
A. EVALUATION PARAMETER SETTINGS
The well-known Waxman model (α = 0.4 and β = 0.3) [38] is adopted to generate SN in our paper. The SN is set to have a medium size, having 60 substrate nodes. The network size is typical in VNE research. The CPU of all substrate nodes is an integer uniformly distributed between 50 and 100. With respect to node storage and link bandwidth of substrate nodes and links, they are integers uniformly distributed between 50 and 100. Link propagation delay of each substrate link is assumed to be one time unit. Note that the path propogation delay of any substrate path can be regarded as the number of substrate links in the path. With respect to all substrate nodes location, each node is randomly located, following another uniformly distributed position between 0 and 200 on x and y coordinates.
In our paper, we use the Waxman model to generate VNs, too. Given VNs arrive following the Poisson process. The VNs arrival rate is set to be 4 per 1000 time units. The lifetime of each VN follows the exponentially distribution. The average lifetime value is set to be 2000 time units. With respect to each given VN, the number of nodes is an integer and uniformly distributed between 2 and 10. The node CPU value is an integer, uniformly distributed between 1 and 20. Similarly, node storage and bandwidth demands of virtual nodes and links are integers uniformly distributed between 1 and 20. Similar to the shared SN, all virtual nodes are randomly located within a uniformly distributed position between 0 and 200 on x and y coordinates. Take note that allowed maximum distance of each virtual node is an integer. In addition, the node distance is still uniformly distributed between 1 and 6. With respect to the virtual link propagation delay, it is an integer uniformly distributed between 1 and 5. In our evaluation work, simulations run for about 100000 time units. Thats to say, 400 VNs in total will be embedded in the evaluation work.
With respect to the aspect of weight factor setting, weight factors in Expression 6 and Expression 7 are set to be 1. α in Expression 29 is set to be 0.5 in order to balancing energy and revenue aspects. P b , P max and P l are set to be 150W, 300W and 15 W in this paper. P con in Expression 4 is set to be 15w in this paper [23] . We run all simulations on a Window 8 Desktop. The Desktop is equipped with an Intel Core (TM) CPU i7-4790 3.6GHz Processor. In addition, RAM is extended to be 16.00G. Note that part codes of the evaluation work have been made available in [39] and [40] .
B. COMPARED ALGORITHMS
Besides of ER-VNE, we select another two VNE algorithms. Two algorithms are enumerated in Table 1 . Two selected algorithms are closely related to our ER-VNE. We code and modify two selected algorithms in order to fit into our evaluation work. For instance, energy cost is formulated in selected algorithms. With respect to EA-VNE [18] , it is the typical energy-related algorithm in VNE research (since 2014). With respect to TAGRD-VNE [31] , it is accepted as another typical VNE algorithm, quantifying multiple revenue-related attributes and aiming at embedding as many VNs as possible. 
C. MAIN EVALUATION RESULTS
We plot and illustrate main evaluation results in this part. At first, we conduct an extra embedding simulation ( Table 2) to prove that the ER-VNE algorithm is a polynomial-time algorithm, enabling to embed each given VN in limited time. Thus enabling to be promoted to online VNE and dynamic networking environment. Fig. 2 is the embedding revenue while average energy cost of three algorithms are plotted in Fig. 3 . Other simulation results, such as VN acceptance ratio performance, are plotted, too. These results can highlight our ER-VNE algorithm indirectly. come to the conclusion that our ER-VNE can embed the given VN in limited time. This conclusion is in accordance with the time complexity (Section IV-D). Compared with two selected algorithms (EA-VNE and TAGRD-VNE), extra VN embedding execution time is not much. Therefore, our ER-VNE algorithm can be promoted to future dynamic VNE and be evaluated in continuous time event.
2) AVERAGE EMBEDDING REVENUE PERFORMANCE COMPARISON Fig. 2 illustrates the average embedding revenue as a function of continuous time. In VNE research area, the average embedding revenue is a vital performance metric, aiming at evaluating different VNE algorithms. More VNs embedded, more embedding revenues can be earned. Observed from Fig. 2 , ER-VNE algorithm enables to obtain more embedding revenues than the compared algorithms (EA-VNE). It is owing to the two main reasons: (1) In the node ranking stage, besides of the energy related aspect (CPU), we also consider the revenue related aspect (e.g. link interference attribute) to coordinate the node and link embeddings. Thus leading to a balance and a higher possibility of embedding proposed VNs successfully. (2) In the node embedding stage, active-substrate node preferred link embedding approach can further increase the substrate resource usage (node and link resources) and enables to save extra substrate resources for more demanded VNs. While in link embedding stage, shortest path with minimum active nodes is preferred. Therefore, more substrate resources can be saved. As a consequence, the ER-VNE algorithm behaves better than EA-VNE. Compared with TAGRD-VNE, the ER-VNE considers energy aspect. Revenue related attributes, considered in ER-VNE and TAGRD-VNE, are same. With respect to our ER-VNE, it sacrifices part embedding revenues for decreasing total energy cost.
3) AVERAGE ENERGY COST PERFORMANCE COMPARISON Fig. 3 shows the average energy cost comparison. The energy cost is accepted as a dominated performance metric in evaluating energy related VNE solutions. Observed from Fig. 3 , our ER-VNE algorithm is able to power less substrate nodes. Consequently, ER-VNE costs less energy than compared EA-VNE and TAGRD-VNE in the long term. For instance, we can find that at the 20000 time unit point, the energy cost of ER-VNE (10000) is approximately 16% less than the cost of EA-VNE (11600). This runs as expected because our ER-VNE algorithm power less substrate nodes with satisfying all virtual resource and functional constraints of VNs (e.g. CPU). Consequently, using less active substrate nodes contributes to decreasing energy cost.
4) VN ACCEPTANCE RATIO PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The average VN acceptance ratio (Fig. 4 ) of all algorithms are plotted. The VN acceptance ratio is considered as the most important metric in VNE area. The VN acceptance ratio enables to reveal different VNE algorithms embedding abilities in the long run. Derived from Fig. 4, average   FIGURE 4 . Average VN(R) acceptance ratio.
VN acceptance ratio of all selected algorithms decays with evaluation time extending. This decay runs as expected because no infinite substrate resources exist for embedding VNs, requested by different end-users continuously. Drawing from the Fig. 4 , our ER-VNE algorithm outperforms the typical energy-related algorithm EA-VNE in the evaluation work. For example, since the 70000 time unit point, the acceptance ratio of ER-VNE (0.763) is about 3% higher than the VN acceptance ratio of EA-VNE (0.740). This run as expected because the ER-VNE algorithm enables to make efficient use of active node and link resources while satisfying all virtual resource constraints of VNs. Using less substrate resources contributes to improving VN acceptance ratio performance. Derived from both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , we further discover that the ER-VNE algorithm saves approximately 16% energy cost than typical energy-related VNE algorithm (EA-VNE) while embedding the same ammount of VNs successfully.
5) NODE AND LINK UTILIZATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In Fig. 5 , it illustrates the average node utilization as a function of continuous time. In Fig. 6 , we plot the link utilization as a function of continuous time. With time extending, more VNs are proposed and demand to be embedded. We can find that both (node and link) utilizations increase. With respect to the node utilization (Fig. 5) , the ER-VNE has an advantage over the selected energy related heuristic algorithm (EA-VNE). The advantage is very apparent. The cause of ER-VNE having a lower node utilization is the fact that the ER-VNE embedding ability is stronger than the EA-VNE. The ER-VNE enables to embed virtual nodes of the VN onto substrate nodes, having strong embedding ability, not just considering the CPU aspect. With the number of proposed VNs incresing, the ER-VNE will embed VNs onto substrate nodes more efficiently. In addition, the ER-VNE will load remaining nodes to their full capacity. Compared with the selected TAGRD-VNE, the ER-VNE actives less substrate nodes. Thus having higher node utilization than the TAGRD-VNE. However, the evaluation results of link utilization (Fig. 6) does not have the same behavior for all compared VNE algorithms (Fig. 5) . All three VNE algorithms behave similarly. It is owing to the fact that the SP approach is used to deal with virtual link embedding. No path splitting exists. Therefore, link utilizations of all three algorithms run similarly.
VI. CONCLUSION
To deal with VNE problem, we propose an efficient energy and revenue mapping algorithm (ER-VNE). The ER-VNE algorithm enables to simultaneously solve the energy and revenue issues in VNE. A formal VNE model and VNE energy cost model are firstly proposed. Then, a novel node ranking approach, jointly quantifying essential energy and revenue related topological attributes, is presented. The ER-VNE embeds each given VN with the assistance of computed node embedding values. Each VN embedding is able to be completed in polynomial time by proof and simulation. Numerical evaluation results reveal that our ER-VNE saves approximately 16% energy cost than typical energy-related VNE algorithm (EA-VNE) while embedding the same ammount of VNs successfully.
In the next research stage, we plan to study the time complexity expression and convergence performance [41] of ER-VNE. We intend to highlight the ER-VNE by a comprehensive theoretical performance analysis, not just by conducting the simulation evaluation. 
